Your Ultimate Astrology Set — from Planet Waves
Dear Friend and Reader:
In my quest to bring astrology to the people, I'm happy to
introduce the ultimate astrology kit. This is based on the basic
kit that we've been sending to new subscribers and those who
renew.
The Ultimate Astrology Set is a new custom product designed
to make the study of your own astrology easier, no matter
what level you're on. It contains high-value items, including
two personal reading products -- a custom recorded
description of your chart, and a custom transit journal
based on your chart, hand-calculated by me.
To really work with astrology, it's necessary to do it on paper,
in physical form. This will get you off the screen and help you
take full ownership of your charts. Overall, I will help you get
taking the word of other people, and figuring it out for yourself,
with the proper support.
Apart from my readings, it would take years to assemble all of
these materials -- if you knew about them. This set will be just
as helpful to a new student as for an advanced one. Our
Ultimate Astrology Set is designed to help you get organized
and keep your papers together, and to offer a solid collection of
the basic tools you need to learn and grow. You will finally get
a handle on your studies, and find it easy to devote yourself in
an organized way.
The materials are presented in a D-ring binder for durability
and ease of use, and so you can make your own astrology
notebook, plus in an online resource area.
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One of the most valuable items included is a hand-calculated
list of dates of your Chiron transits for journaling, based on
your chart. This will help you unravel your chart and also
understand how Chiron works for you. (I will include your
Saturn return(s) and your Uranian opposition.)
This is an original tool that is essential to my personal work
with clients.
It includes a custom Chart Keys reading, which is an audio
introduction to your natal chart, recorded by me, looking at
your chart for the first time. I give you ideas for what to suss
out and how to explore, offering some interesting guidelines
that I've developed over the years.
The cost is $333, $444 with an extended chart keys reading, or
$555 with an added analysis of your Chiron journal entries
(audio format; this can be added later). If purchased as a gift
now, delivery of the book with journaling dates will be by Jan.
15, and the audio reading by March 1.
The Deluxe Astrology Set also includes:
• "How to Read Your Natal Chart," a new monograph (short
book) written by me specially for this project. In this new
work, I begin to reveal the essential elements I've learned
about chart reading over the years, in clear language. You will
be in possession of a signed manuscript of the first edition.
• Three versions of your natal chart (traditional, modern
and ultra-modern); two copies each.
• Current progressed charts (secondary and solar arc)
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• Three years of solar returns -- last year, this year and next
year
• Two different aspectarians, including midpoints and orbs,
with a description of what they are and how to use them.
• Minor planet position lookups (90-degree sorts) tailored to
your chart, the same as I work with for my clients and 12-sign
reading products such as the annual.
• Chart legends, including an asteroid glyph key from
Treehouse Mountain.
• Blank wheels.
• The Thema Mundi (the first astrological tool, ever).
• Table of Essential Dignities.
• "It's All in the Houses" extended article and class
(recording).
• "The Minor Planets in Astrology," extended article
introducing planets from Ceres to Eris.
• "Holographic Astrology," article on how astrology might
work, by Eric Francis.
• Two monographs (short books) by Rob Hand on classical
astrology: Night and Day, and Whole Sign Houses (PDFs).
• Celebrity charts to interpret.
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• Historical event charts to interpret.
• High quality blank notebook paper and graph paper for
notes and drawings.
• Book list of the very best works I've ever loved and learned
from (two of which are included as PDFs).
• Bonus resources from my personal notebook.
You will love this beautiful, handmade product. It's designed to
be 100% nifty and informative, and to lure you into diving into
your astrology study and never coming up for air.
With love,

Eric Francis Coppolino
Consulting Astrologer
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